Memories Are Made Of This (Parts 1 & 2)  
Terry Gilkyson, Rich Dehr, and Frank Miller 1955 (as recorded by Dean Martin)

Part 1 = blue  
Part 2 = red  
Everyone together = black

INTRO: / 1 2 3 4 / [D] / [D] /

[D] Sweet, sweet, the [A7] memories you gave to me  
[D] You can’t beat, the [A7] memories you gave to me

< Part 1 and Part 2 sung together>

[D] Sweet, sweet, the [A7] memories you gave to me  
[D] You can’t beat, the [A7] memories you gave to me

[D] Sweet, sweet, the [A7] memories you gave to me  
[D] You can’t beat, the [A7] memories you gave to me

[G] I was a rover [D] but now it’s over  
[A7] It was a happy day [D] when you came my way to tell me

[D] Sweet, sweet, the [A7] memories you gave to me  
[D] You can’t beat, the [A7] memories you gave to me

[D] Sweet, sweet, the [A7] memories you gave to me  
[D] You can’t beat, the [A7] memories you gave to me

[D] Sweet, sweet, the [A7] memories you gave to me  
[D] You can’t beat, the [A7] memories you gave to me

[G] I was a rover [D] but now it’s over  
[A7] It was a happy day [D] when you came my way to tell me

[D] Sweet, sweet, the [A7] memories you gave to me  
[D] You can’t beat, the [A7] memories you gave to me
<Everyone together>

BRIDGE:
[G] Then add the wedding bells [D] one house where lovers dwell
[G] Stir carefully through the days [D] see how the flavour stays
[E7] These are the dreams you will [A7] sa-[A7]vour

<Part 1 and 2 sung together>

[D] Sweet, sweet, the [A7] memories you gave to me
[D] You can’t beat, the [A7] memories you gave to me

[D] Sweet, sweet, the [A7] memories you gave to me
[D] You can’t beat, the [A7] memories you gave to me

[G] I was a rover [D] but now it’s over
[A7] It was a happy day [D] when you came my way to tell me

[D] Sweet, sweet, the [A7] memories you gave to me
[D] You can’t beat, the [A7] memories you gave to me

[D] Memo-[A7]ries are made of [D]↓ this
[D] Sweet, sweet, the [A7] memories you gave to me [D]↓ me
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